Enjoying the river, and loving the river, in a "Natural State" should be our most pressing issue. Waiting for high water, that is a guarantee for failure, for once the Hog Farm Retention cess pools of hog feces overflows it has no place to go but into the Buffalo River. At that point it won't matter how many safety precautions made now, will be useless. I don't want to hear the excuse "We never dreamed that would happen" or "Who would have thought, that would happen"

With more CO2 and moisture in the air, rivers are guaranteed to flood.
The flood will subside, but if Hog Feces is introduced the damage will be much worse, and effect the Citizens of Arkansas who use the river for their sustenance.

Once done...No one can Unring That Bell. The chance is one I'm not willing to take that chance for a Hog Farm that is privately owned, and will leave the Buffalo like GE left it's plant in Ft Smith...Polluted beyond our ability, and beyond the cost we can pay to clean up.

From An Arkansas Lover

Jody Thom